
Year 1&2 French week 1 

Hello my lovely French students. OK, so you now have new French teachers who may need you r 

help with some of the words. The French that I will be planning for you is going to be fun and 

there will be colouring in involved. Let’s go!!! Allez!!! 

As always there is the vocabulary list, French, how we say it and English. 

French 
 

How we say it English 

Un chien 
 

Un she an A dog 

Un chat 
 

Un sha(t) soft quiet t A cat 

Un lapin 
 

Un la pan A rabbit 

Un oiseau 
 

Un waz owe A fish 

Une souris 
 

Un soo reee A mouse 

Un cochon d’dinde 
 

Un co shon deen A guinea pig 

Un hamster 
 

Un am stair (no H sound) A hamster 

As-tu un animal? A chew un an ee mal? Do you have a pet? 
 

oui j’ai Wee jay Yes I have 
 

Je n’ai pas d’animal Je (soft J) nay pa d an ee mal I do not have an animal 
 

 

Ok, I want you to learn these words as a group and practice saying them over and over again. 

Once you have got the idea of the words and can say them the next step is this. 

1. I want you to draw a picture of each animal and the label it in French 

2. Using the lists below cut out the French and English words mix them up and play a game of 

snap, or you could see who can match the words up the quickest and work in teams. You 

could play teachers against children with this too. 

3. Once you have done the tasks above you could use the question as-tu un animal? And 

then the person has to reply with oui, j’ai________________/ je n’ai pas d’animal. 

 

 

 

 

 

List of word cards on next page. 



 

Un chien A dog 
Un chat A cat 
Un lain A rabbit 

Un oiseau A fish 

Un poisson A fish 
Une souris A mouse 

Un cochon d’inde A guinea pig 
Un hamster A hamster 

 

Go for my lovely French students, you can do this!  


